Digit removal leads to discrepancies between the structural and functional organization of the forepaw barrel subfield in layer IV of rat primary somatosensory cortex.
The physiological representation of the forepaw in rat primary somatosensory cortex (SI) is topographically organized. This representation is associated with the unique arrangement of barrels in layer IV of the forepaw barrel subfield (FBS) in SI and provides an example of a relationship between cortical structure and function. It has been reported that removal of peripheral afferent input to the FBS prior to postnatal day 5 or 6 results in a disorganized FBS, while deafferentation at later times produces little or no alteration of the FBS. Therefore, restricted deafferentations of individual digits in adult rats should result in little, if any, disruption of the FBS, while at the same time eliminating afferent input to the FBS from a localized region of the periphery. This manipulation is likely to create a mismatch between structure and function and offer insight into what barrels actually represent in the adult deafferent. In the present study, we amputated digit three (D3) in eight adult rats, allowed a 1-month survival time, physiologically mapped the representation of D2, D4, and the stump, and compared this physiological map to the underlying barrels in the FBS. Our results showed that FBS barrels formerly associated with the representation of D3 were now associated with the representation of surrounding digits D2 and D4, as well as the remaining stump. By superimposing the morphological and physiological map upon one another, it was clear that the D2 and D4 representations expanded into the former D3 barrel territory and septae between the barrels. The reorganized physiological map was somatotopically organized, even though the general configuration of the morphological map remained unaltered, as visualized with cytochrome oxidase staining. These results suggest that in the deafferent, neurons within FBS barrels previously associated with the representation of punctate regions of skin become associated with neighboring regions of skin. A morphological substrate to account for this cortical reorganization is described.